Cell-specific delivery of polymeric nanoparticles to carbohydrate-tagging cells.
Carbohydrates on cell surfaces contribute a variety of communications between the cell and its environment, and they have been assumed to act as markers for cellular recognition. In this research, 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer nanoparticles, which can react with specific carbohydrates of target cells, were newly prepared to serve as novel drug carriers. A water-soluble MPC polymer bearing hydrazide groups (PMBH) was synthesized by conventional radical polymerization. The MPC polymer showed amphiphilic nature and worked as an emulsifier to form nanoparticles. The nanoparticles covered with PMBH were prepared by the solvent evaporation method and exhibited monodispersity. They were approximately 200 nm in diameter and -2.0 mV in surface potential. According to a surface analysis of the nanoparticles, phosphorylcholine and hydrazide groups were observed, and the surface was fully covered with PMBH. Unnatural carbohydrates having ketone groups on human cervical carcinoma cell (HeLa) surfaces were expressed by treatment with levulinoyl mannosamine (ManLev). When the PMBH nanoparticles were in contact with the ManLev-treated HeLa cells, they accumulated in the cells. In contrast, the nanoparticles were not observed in native HeLa cells (without unnatural carbohydrates). These results indicate that the hydrazide groups of the nanoparticles selectively reacted to the ketone groups of the carbohydrates on the cell surface. The PMBH nanoparticles immobilized with anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin or paclitaxel were in contact with either ManLev-treated or untreated HeLa cells. The viability of the ManLev-treated HeLa cells was effectively reduced, but that of the untreated cells was preserved. This indicated that the anticancer drugs were selectively delivered to the ManLev-treated cells. Nonspecific cellular uptake of the nanoparticles was effectively reduced by MPC polymer coating. Furthermore, the immobilization processes of the drugs differed because of the solubility of the drugs. In conclusion, cellular-specific drug delivery by means of the novel nanoparticles was demonstrated with the selective reaction between unnatural carbohydrates on the cell surface and the hydrazide groups bearing the phosphorylcholine polymer nanoparticles.